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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared (pursuant to Section 88 of the Resource Management Act
1991, the Act) by Down to Earth Planning Limited on behalf of Whitby Village (2009)
Limited (The Applicant) to describe a proposal to construct the “Whitby Aged Care Facility”
(ACF) and operate it as part of the Whitby Lakes Retirement Village.
The proposed Aged Care Facility will provide a mix of hospital level care and rest home level
care. Its market will be drawn primarily from the wider community and in part from the
Whitby Lakes Retirement Village. It will be owned and operated by the owners of Whitby
Lakes Retirement Village. It will comprise a new architecturally designed building with
basement car parking, 50 care suites, 10 care beds and supporting facilities.
Residents, or patients, will enjoy a high standard of accommodation and care in suites
designed to suit the needs of the elderly and infirm. The facility includes dining areas on
each level, which are designed to provide all daily meals in a convivial and attractive
environment. Recreation and various forms of therapy, such as physiotherapy and
occupational therapy, will be provided within the facility and residents will, because of their
general frailty, remain largely within the facility for most of their time. The ACF is intended to
be a “home” for residents for the remainder of their lives.
Residents in aged care facilities are generally frail and in need of regular care and support.
At rest home level this is provided by carers and at hospital level by registered nurses. The
Capital and Coast District Health Board has given provisional approval for the proposed ACF
to be funded for aged care in this location, subject to accreditation once completed.
Residents of the care suites will be offered security of tenure by way of an Occupation
Rights Agreement, as defined under the Retirement Villages Act (2003).
The applicant also proposes a boundary adjustment subdivision between Lots 3 and 5 DP
89372 to better reflect the location of existing and proposed buildings.
For more detail of the proposal, refer to Section 3 and plans attached at Appendix A.
The proposal requires a Discretionary Activity Resource Consent (as set at Section 4)
because of breaches of District Plan Permitted Activity Standards for:
•

Site coverage;

•

Area of earthworks disturbance;

•

Parking spaces;

•

Maximum building height, and Height Recession Plane; and

•

Recreation & Civic Development Levy (request for reduced fee).

Consultation has been undertaken with the adjoining landowners at 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24
Solander Place and with Samuel Marsden Collegiate Whitby. Offers of landscape mitigation
and fencing have been made as part of this process. Results of consultation our outlined in
this report and attached at Appendix G.
This report provides sufficient details of the proposal to determine the potential
environmental effects, and offers solutions to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects
should they occur. It is concluded that the overall effects of the proposal on the environment
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will be no more than minor and that there will be no parties likely to be adversely affected by
the proposal. The end result will be positive both for the existing and future residents of the
retirement village complex and the local Whitby community.
Note: For easier understanding of the proposal, previously approved parts of the overall retirement village development are
referenced to provide context.

1.1 Positive Effects of the Proposal
The proposed Aged Care Facility will have considerable positive effects for the local and
wider community through its sensitive and carefully planned design. The proposed
appearance and layout of the ACF on the site responds to market demands, and takes into
account local activities, buildings and land uses, while also addressing protection and
enhancement of landscape values, amenity and character, health and safety and urban
design guidelines, including:
•

Provision of a much-needed aged care facility of high quality in Whitby. Based on
independent market research commissioned by the applicant, the ACF will provide a
service that is needed now (i.e. to address current demand, and offer improved
opportunities to residents of the existing Whitby Lakes Retirement Village), and will
address increased demands for care as the wider community ages.

•

Ensured continuity of a resident’s life in one place even if their health circumstances
change, and enabling couples to remain together.

•

Development and landscaping designed to a high standard, and in accordance with good
urban design principles. The aesthetic impact of the building and grounds will fit into the
context of surrounding development and be able to be enjoyed by residents of the ACF,
adjoining residential landowners, Samuel Marsden Collegiate, and users of the adjacent
walkway.

•

Added safety benefits for the adjacent walkway, a popular access route from Discovery
Drive to a small play park adjacent to native bush and walkways linking through to other
parts of Whitby. The access passes between school buildings, and includes sections
with vegetation that prevent clear views for walkers between areas with public
surveillance. Passive surveillance offered by the ACF on a 24-hour basis will improve
security for the walkway, the school and residential properties adjacent to the walkway.
Landscaping proposed adjacent to the walkway is also designed to comply with Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design guidelines. This will maintain clear views into
and out of the walkway.

•

Efficient and logical extension of existing retirement village premises from an urban
design context, and to address site constraints. The site is adjacent to large school
buildings and has frontages to a public walkway and roading, while benefiting from the
close proximity of the Whitby Village shopping centre and local transport nodes.

•

Creation of employment and generation of expenditure from construction and on-going
operation of the ACF, with stimulus to the local economy. By applying generallyaccepted multipliers to annual turnover once the ACF is established, the applicant
estimates the impact on the local economy could be in excess of $20m p.a.
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2. Site Description
2.1 Address & Location
The proposed ACF will be constructed and operated at the northern end of the existing
Whitby Lakes Retirement Village land holdings.
This is currently a vacant, grassed section accessed from Starboard Lane, adjacent to a
walkway between the site and the Samuel Marsden Collegiate Whitby. It slopes up to the
west from the walkway, over a terraced area that was once a putting green when the land
was part of the former Duck Creek Golf Course.

SITE

Annotated Aerial Photograph of Application Site (Source: PCC Online GIS Database, 2012) – North is at top of page.

The street address of the site is recorded on the Porirua City Council GIS Database as
Discovery Drive. However, physical access to the property is via Starboard Lane adjacent to
villas at 1-3 Coracle Close” (refer yellow arrow).
As the proposed site development will cater for residents independently of the main
retirement village complex, it will rely on vehicle and pedestrian access from Starboard Lane
off Discovery Drive. Construction access will also be via Starboard Lane.
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2.2 Legal Description
The area proposed for the ACF is legally described as Lot 5 DP 89372 (Computer Freehold
Register (Title, CFR) WN56D/408. It has an area of 0.3663 hectares. The CFR has the
following documents registered against it:
Item

Registration

Comment

1

Easement
Certificate 311436.4

Right of Way easement, noting subject to Section 37(1)(a) Counties
Amendment Act 1961, affects several adjoining titles and has been
carried through to subsequent titles as land has been progressively
subdivided to ensure access is maintained over the south west
corner of the shopping centre car park.

2&

Consent Notices
B697136.2 and
B798021.2

PCC notice that any fencing construction or maintenance on
boundary of site with Council land is to be at the expense of the
landowner.

Transfer documents
B798021.4 and

Right to sewage and water drainage (in gross) over area marked A,
and right to drain sewage (in gross) over part marked B and right to
water drainage (in gross) over part marked H on DP 89372 in favour
of Porirua City Council.

3
4&
5

Easement
Certificate
B798021.5
5

Encumbrance
5812947.1

To Covenant Trustee Services Limited

6

Notice of
Registration NRV
7603895.1

Of Whitby Village Estate as a Retirement Village. Subject to Section
2 of the Retirement Villages Act 2003 (which provides priority for the
rights of residents ahead of the rights of the holders of security
interests).

5

Section 77
Certificate

Pursuant to Section 77 of the Building Act 2004 that this CFR is
subject to the condition imposed under Section 75(2) which enables a
building consent to be granted for a building across a boundary
subject to the specified allotments being held together (also affects
WN56D/406).

9250807.1

Copies of the above-mentioned documents are attached at Appendix B. None of the above
registrations impact on or are impacted by the proposal.
2.3 Related Land Owned by the Applicant
The remainder of the retirement village complex is on land legally described as follows:
Lot 1 DP 86926 and Lots 2 and 3 DP 89372 (held in CFRs: WN52C/749, WN56D/405 and
56D/406 respectively). The proposal includes a boundary adjustment with Lot 3.
Legal Description & Title

Address and Devt. Stage

Area

Lot 1 DP 86926 (WN52C/749)

Newhaven Way

2.348 hectares
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Legal Description & Title

Address and Devt. Stage

Area

Lot 2 DP 89372 (WN56D/405)

(3 Starboard Lane)

0.3309 hectares

25-31 Gannet Way (Stage G)

Lot 3 DP 89372 (WN56D/406)

5 Starboard Lane

0.9410 hectares

4 & 5 Coracle Close and 3-24 Gannet Way
(Stage E, Part Stages F and H)

Copies of the relevant title documents and plans are attached at Appendix B.
2.4 Ownership
Whitby Lakes (2009) Limited, the Applicant, is the registered owner of all of the abovementioned land.
2.5 Existing Buildings and Surrounding Environment
2.5.1

Retirement Village Development to the South

The annotated aerial photograph below shows the application site (red dotted outline), and
the overall land owned by the applicant as the retirement village redevelopment project
appeared in 2012 (green dotted outline).

Annotated Aerial Photograph (Source: PCC online GIS database, 2012) – North is at the top of the page.
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At present, due to the topography of the site, at least part of the application site appears to
be part of the school grounds (rather than the retirement village), and students from the
adjoining school are sometimes seen sitting on the grass. Residential properties, including
new villas constructed for the retirement village are located to the west, north and south.
The existing Whitby Lakes Retirement Village complex is immediately north of the Whitby
Village Shopping Centre and to the east of the Lower Whitby Lake. As described in the
background section of this application, the existing retirement village currently supports 61
residential villas (mostly single-storey) and has approval for three apartment buildings
providing a total of 129 residential units. The apartment buildings (some already completed
and others currently under construction) are 3 storeys high and located at the southern-most
end of the site adjacent to the Whitby Village Shopping Centre boundary. The Lifestyle
Centre, providing among other activities: swimming pool, gym, lounge and dining areas and
administration offices, is already in place at the southern end of the retirement village land
holding. Newly constructed apartments are situated above this facility.
The Lower Whitby Lake, to the west, is one of two water bodies constructed as part of the
development of Whitby, to attenuate stormwater flows. The lake contributes to the local
amenity values enjoyed by the Whitby community while also performing an important
function as part of the City’s stormwater infrastructure. Walkways circumnavigate the water
body and link with other parts of the suburb, providing a network of walking and cycling
resources.
2.5.2

Development to the East

Samuel Marsden Collegiate School (Whitby) occupies land immediately to the east of the
application site. This comprises classrooms, administration offices, a gymnasium and
playing fields. They were developed on part of the former Duck Creek Golf Course land,
initially making use of the former clubrooms building and expanding with new buildings as
the school has grown. A walkway through the school premises runs along the eastern
boundary of the application site leading to Solander Place and other nearby residential
areas. A further new classroom has been approved for construction.
2.5.3

Approved Commercial and Residential Developments to the South East

A New World
Supermarket approved for
construction on land to
the east of Discovery
Drive opposite the
existing retirement village
(10 September 2012)
comprises 3400m2 gross
floor area, canopied
servicing area, and
parking for 314 cars.
Copy of Foodstuffs Resource Consent Application Land Plan by HDT Architecture – Source Publicly Notified Documents.
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The supermarket project relies in part on the parking area that serves local recreation
grounds (Adventure Park) and facilities (sports pavilion, Whitby Bowling Club and green,
skateboard ramp). Mitigation work, required as a condition of consent, includes improving
access and linkages to the supermarket across Discovery Drive. The supermarket site and
surroundings are shown on the HDT Architecture Plan to the left. Whitby Lakes Retirement
Village and Whitby Shopping Centre are located on the left side of the site.
Construction was originally expected to commence in 2013, with the supermarket aiming to
be open for business in 2014, however it is understood that the project is now on hold.
Even if this approved development does not proceed, it has set a precedent for the type and
scale of development that is considered acceptable within the Suburban Zone in the
immediate vicinity of the retirement village site.
Approved residential subdivision beyond the approved supermarket site to the north and
north-east, alongside Duck Creek and including realignment of the watercourse on the
former golf course land, is also proceeding (The Banks Whitby Residential Development).
This is located on the right side of the Foodstuffs project aerial image, appearing as the
excavated land area. Land either side of Duck Creek has been progressively developed for
residential development, involving stream realignment, new planting, roading and walkway
links, with provision for future community development (non-residential) to occur.
2.5.4

Development to the North and West

Established residential properties and some of the Stage H villas within the existing
retirement village premises occur immediately north and west of the site. These are
elevated above the site to varying degrees. Just beyond the villas, to the west of the site,
are community recreation facilities (Whitby tennis and bowls clubs).
2.5.5

Development to the South

The Whitby Village Shopping Centre to the south of the main retirement village site offers a
range of shops and local services, including: community police station, doctor’s office, a
supermarket (gross floor area 1000m2), café and bar, and expansive open parking areas.
There has been considerable upgrade and expansion work undertaken recently at the
shopping centre. There are also recreation areas (Adventure Park) and a library.
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3. The Proposal
This section describes the proposed Aged Care Facility (ACF) and the proposed Boundary
Adjustment Subdivision between the application site (Lot 5 DP 89372) and the adjoining Lot
3 DP89372. The subdivision shown on Cuttriss Plan 21446 SCH Revision A creates new
Lots 1 and 2 with areas of 10549m2 and 2524m2 respectively. A range of mitigation
measures are offered though sensitive building design and landscape treatment.
3.1

Application Plans

The proposed layout and appearance of the proposed Aged Care Facility are shown on the
plans attached at Appendix A, with details set out in the table below.
Plans by Pacific Environments Architects:
Plan Ref

Plan Title

A001

Location Map and Drawing List

A002

SITE - Masterplan

A003

SITE - Existing Site Survey Prior to Subdivision in 1993

A004

SITE - Site Survey 2014 (this shows existing services)

A005

SITE - Proposed Aerial Overlay

A006

SITE - Proposed Site Plan

A007

SITE - Coverage and Impermeable Calculation

A101

PLAN - Basement

A102

PLAN - Level 1

A103

PLAN - Level 2

A104

PLAN - Level 3

A105

PLAN - Roof

A110

Residential Suite Plans 1

A111

Residential Suite Plans 2

A201

SECTIONS A-A and B-B

A202

SECTIONS 1-1 and 2-2

A203

SECTIONS 3-3, Walkway

A204

Height Recession Plane Compliance Sections

A205

Driveway Sections
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Plan Ref

Plan Title

A301

ELEVATIONS - South and East

A302

ELEVATIONS - North and West

A303

ELEVATIONS - Courtyard

A401

Perspective from Whitby Walkway Reserve

A402

Perspective from Samuel Marsden Collegiate Whitby Admin Block

A403

Perspective from Driveway Entry

A404

Perspective from 22 Solander Pl - 10 Yr

A404a

Perspective from 22 Solander Pl - 5yr

A404b

Perspective from 22 Solander Pl - 0-2yr

A405

Perspective looking North Along Walkway

A406

Perspective from Discovery Drive

A407

View from 24 Solander Pl

A408

Perspective from New Classroom Block

A409

Additional Views from 22 Solander Pl

A501

Maximum Height Diagrams

A502

Maximum Height Diagrams (3D)

A510

Sunshadow Studies – Summer Solstice (Dec 21)

A511

Sunshadow Studies – Winter Solstice (Jun 21)

A512

Sunshadow Studies – Equinox (March 20)

Plans by Bannatyne Landscape Architecture
Plan Title

Plan Reference

Landscape Plan (Black and White and Coloured Versions)

29 April 2015

Earthworks and Servicing Plans by Cuttriss Consultants:
Plan Title

Plan Reference

Proposed Earthworks

21446 EW - Rev B

Earthworks Management Plan

21446 EWMP – Rev A
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Plan Title

Plan Reference

Scheme Plan (Boundary Adjustment Lots 3 & 5 DP 89372)

21446SCH-A

Other Appended Supporting Information
Supporting Document

Appendix

Computer Freehold Registers and Related Documents

B

Traffic Report by Flow Transportation Specialists

C

Architects Design Statement by Pacific Environments NZ Ltd

D

Landscape Plans and Landscape Statement and Assessment by
Bannatyne Landscape Architects

E

Earthworks Management Plan by Cuttriss Consultants Ltd

F

Consultation Information/Written Approvals

G

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Report by Pacific
Environments NZ Ltd

H

Urban Design Assessment by Pacific Environments NZ Ltd

I

3.2

Reasons Behind Aged Care Facility

3.2.1

Existing Facilities to Grow as Residents’ Needs Change

Retirement villages have, over the past forty years, become an established option for
retirement living. Specific legislation in the form of the Retirement Villages Act (2003) now
protects the interests of this group. Some 6% of New Zealanders over the age of 65 live in
retirement villages and this percentage is expected to increase as retirement villages
become more accepted and desirable. In addition, as the population ages, it is expected
that demand for retirement villages and retirement village living will increase significantly,
driven by both the increasing base population and the increased rate of take-up.
The Whitby Lakes Retirement Village (WLRV) responds to this demand with a retirement
village design concept based on successful development models used nationwide in New
Zealand. It provides for an integrated community of more active, retired adults living together
in apartments and villas under “Licenses to Occupy”.
The existing main administration block at the southern end of the applicant’s land offers a
range of opportunities for bringing residents together, and encouraging them to interact and
form the positive relationships that support the individual residents and the retirement village
community in the long term. The environment provided for residents encourages activity.
Three apartment buildings (approved and under construction) are strategically located at the
southern end of the site adjacent to the Whitby Village Shopping Centre. This arrangement
helps to integrate the retirement complex with the wider community in Whitby by providing
safe and convenient access to shops, cafes and other services.
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As each stage has progressed the owners have sought to ensure that the development
remains modern and appropriate to the changing needs of the residents, and at all times
offering high standards and quality living options, improved building and access layouts, a
better sense of community among the villa units, stewardship of the shared spaces and
better passive security.
This application outlines the remaining stage of development considered necessary to
achieve the best outcome for the retirement village residents. The proposed Aged Care
Facility will offer a higher efficiency of care for the residents with the greatest needs.
3.2.2

The Whitby Aged Care Facility

The Whitby Aged Care Facility will cater to the aged care market, providing continuing
residential care to its residents. Based on industry averages, the applicant advises that the
expected average tenure of residents is between 18 months and two years. The ACF will
provide primarily what is referred to as “hospital level” care, but will also provide “rest home
level’ care as needed. The ACF will not be a hospital in the sense of a place where
operations are performed, but over time aged care facilities have come to be called
hospitals.
It is not proposed to set up the ACF as a secure dementia facility. However, some 70% of
those admitted to aged care hospitals and rest homes have some degree of dementia. This
means that aged care facilities of necessity need to be able to manage residents with
dementia and this has been considered in the design and layout of the building.
The ACF is proposed to approach aged care from a different perspective when compared
with the conventional model. The proposed approach is influenced by the Eden Alternative
philosophy, which respects the individual’s rights to dignity, privacy and independence, and
aims to address what is referred to as “The three plagues of ageing: loneliness,
helplessness and boredom”.
The following hierarchical approach envisaged by the applicant is intended to place the
resident at the centre of the enterprise:
1.

Consideration of the resident is of greater importance than operational efficiency and
the experience of residents determines the way the facility is run. Their needs,
happiness and general enjoyment are the most important and rank above operational
considerations.

2.

Secondary to the residents’ interests are the interests of families. For many relatives
of elderly people, visiting is not a pleasant experience. The needs of families, in
terms of privacy, comfort and enjoyment have been an important consideration in the
design of the ACF.

3.

Thereafter, the needs of staff are addressed, including how to ensure the ACF is a
great place to work, and how to best support staff in their roles.

4.

The ACF, and how it sits within the community that it serves, is the final
consideration.

In order to achieve the best outcome for the ACF residents using this philosophy, and
avoiding the negative experiences often associated with many older, DHB funded care
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facilities, the applicant set a design brief that was focussed very firmly on the needs and
aspirations of the residents, followed by families and then operational considerations.
The overall result is the subject of this application, described in the following sections.
Whilst it is expected that the ACF will cater to the needs of residents from the retirement
village, it will not depend solely on these residents to occupy the facility. As a rule of thumb,
the applicant expects that, at any one time, residents from the village would occupy about 10
beds, with the balance of beds being occupied by people from outside the village.
3.3 Building Design and Layout
The information in this section is based on the plans attached at Appendix A and the
Architect Statement attached at Appendix D. Separate comments later are made about
landscape planting and landscape treatment, which has been designed to ensure a high
quality development overall that fits sensitively into its residential surroundings. Landscape
planting information is attached at Appendix E. The proposal is further supported by two
reports (i) Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design and (ii) Urban Design
Assessment attached at Appendix H and Appendix I respectively.
3.3.1

Overview

The proposed building houses 60 care suites and supporting facilities arranged over three
levels, set above a basement, which has been designed to discreetly accommodate parking
for 20 vehicles. The total floor area of the proposed facility is 4284m2 (based on the total
area of all levels measured over outside walls and including atriums, of which 1011m2 is the
basement).
The proposed building has a footprint of 1220m2 which, combined with the footprint of the
Stage H Villas (340m2) will result in a total site coverage of 1560m2 (42.6%) on Lot 5 DP
89372. Following the proposed boundary adjustment shown on Cuttriss Plan 21446SCHRev A the site coverage on the 2524m2 application site increases slightly to 48.33%.
The proposal will also result in a total impermeable area 589m 2, which is 23.3% over the site
(site coverage and impermeable/permeable area information is summarised on Pacific
Environments Architectural Plan A007).
To achieve a sustainable number of residential units with an optimum safety focused layout
for access-ways, service areas and residential suites, parts of the buildings exceed the
maximum height specified for permitted activities in the District Plan (8 metres). However,
the maximum height does not exceed the District Plan’s Discretionary Standard of 12 metres
above original ground. The roof has a maximum height above existing ground level of 11.9
metres including lift towers, with 30% of the roof area falling under the 8 metre maximum
permitted height plane and 50% falling under a 10 metre height plane (breaches of height
recession planes and height planes are illustrated on Pacific Environments Architectural
Plans A204, A501 and A502).
In addition to the residents’ individual sleeping, bathing and living spaces (residential
suites/apartments), the building has a kitchen, laundry, hairdresser, physiotherapy, hygiene
and medical support rooms. For large gatherings such as birthday or Christmas
celebrations, a ground floor lounge area can accommodate all residents at once by opening
this level’s lounge, dining and atrium into one large connected space. In this way many of
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the residents’ needs are able to be met within the building, which is appropriate for frail
residents with limited mobility.
3.4 Staffing and Servicing
The applicant has advised that the ACF will operate with a maximum of 15 staff, in three
shifts over a 24-hour period. No staff will live on the premises. Staff will park their vehicles
in the basement parking area, which is allowed for in the assessment by Flow Transportation
Specialists.
Delivery vehicles servicing the ACF tend to be small vehicles, such as courier vans and light
trucks. These will access the site at various times of the day to suit their delivery schedules
to other clients.
3.5 Building Design & Materials – Colours, Glare and Noise Controls
3.5.1

Influences on the Building Design Concept

The Whitby Aged Care Facility design sensitively takes into account the relationship of the
building with the existing retirement village development and other sites (school and
residential properties) as well as the relevant needs and physical abilities of the residents.
Its layout ensures floor levels are aligned to create safe, continuous internal layouts with no
step-downs. The building design and landscape planting have been carefully planned in an
integrated approach to ensure a long term solution that addresses potentially adverse visual
dominance and amenity impacts and achieves a positive outcome for both residents and
viewers beyond the site boundaries at the school and on the walkway areas.
As noted earlier, the applicant seeks to create an elder-centred community within an
environment designed to help alleviate boredom, loneliness and helplessness. This
philosophy is a key inspiration for the building design, which aims to introduce variety and
spontaneity to the lives of the residents by creating an environment in which unexpected and
unpredictable interactions and happenings can occur.
The building is organised into eight groups of suites over three levels the design. This
provides a sense of place and connection to the community for each resident, starting with
the small group and broadening to the facility as a whole. The location of the north facing
lounges on each floor allows residents to interact with each other and visiting family
members in a non–institutional, domestic-scaled environment. Beyond this, connection to
the external landscaped environment is achieved with indoor / outdoor flow from many
rooms. Many rooms enjoy beautiful views down the valley towards part of the Pauatahanui
Inlet, and a northern view of a bush clad hillside in the adjacent Whitby Walkways reserve.
Connection to the wider community is maintained by locating the facility within an existing
residential neighbourhood for the mutual benefit of residents being able to remain near
existing social networks, and friends and families to be easily able to visit and maintain
contact.
3.5.2

Apartment Layout and Numbers

The building will be home to 60 residents, 18 on Level One, and 21 on each of Levels Two
and Three. The proposed number of residential units meets the critical population mass
required for the overall retirement complex to continue to be successful.
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The residents’ suites are arranged on each level into clusters of 7 or 8. This approach
follows international best practice principles, which recognise that a Care Facility model
should be different to a hospital model for the reason that while a sick person will go to
hospital for a period in order to be cured and then go home, residents of a Care Facility are
not usually sick, but simply in need of support for daily tasks.
As their “home”, the Whitby Aged Care Facility supports residents to live there until they die.
The cluster design gives a residential scale, and is complemented by a separate residents’
lounge, small kitchen and dining room on each floor, where residents or their families can
prepare a meal and socialise in a home–like environment.
The apartments proposed in the Aged Care Facility also offer a range of floor layout/interior
fit-out choices to suit resident budgets. The residential unit floor areas range in area
between 19m2 and 35m2. Apartment layout options are shown on Pacific Environments
Architectural Plan A110 and A111.
3.5.3

External Building Design and Materials

The proposed ACF building is of a similar bulk to other large buildings commonly found in
residential areas, such as schools, churches and suburban shopping centre buildings.
As with the existing approved development at the southern end of the applicant’s land,
controls on visual impacts of the building have been incorporated into its external design and
appearance. The design choices have also been made to complement the colours and
cladding materials used for other elements of the overall Retirement Village Complex.
In particular, the design of the proposed ACF building takes its visual cues from the hip roof
and flat roof forms of adjacent houses. The sloping nature of the site has been made use of
to minimise the impact of the building on the residential neighbours, with the result that the
view from the western neighbours (18 and 20 Solander Place) is of a building little more than
one storey high. From Starboard Lane and numbers 1, 2 and 3 Gannet Way, the building
appears to be only two storeys high.
When viewed from 22 Solander Place, being the closest neighbour, the wing closest to the
boundary varies between two and a half storeys high at the western end adjacent to the
house to a full four storeys at the eastern end adjacent to the public walkway. The lower
part of the building is set below the floor level of the house at number 22 Solander Place.
Planting is planned for the site between the building and the boundary with number 22
Solander Place, and along the boundary within number 22. This will help to reinforce the
sense of a two-storey building by screening the lower part of the building (refer landscape
plan attached at Appendix E).
To further minimise the impact on number 22, the northern end of the building has been split
into two elements with a glazed link between. Each element of the building is only a little
more than eight metres long, imparting a residential scale similar to a townhouse
development.
Fenestration (windows) has been designed to a domestic scale and style with a random
arrangement. This serves to differentiate the rooms for the residents while softening the
appearance of the building as viewed from the neighbouring properties.
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The building form is further broken up by bringing the roofing material down over the
northern wall to convey the impression of attic rooms. Different colours and materials will be
used to suggest the residential scale and appearance of a terrace house or apartment
development.
When viewed from Samuel Marsden Collegiate School (Whitby), the building is three-storeys
high. However, the top storey has been set in from the building perimeter to minimise the
building bulk and achieve compliance with the height in relation to boundary control on this
side. Projecting bays are angled towards the east to allow residents the view towards
Pauatahanui and to minimise overlooking of the school playground from the bedrooms.
Adjacent to the walkway, the building is a full four storeys high, which is balanced by the
school gymnasium on the opposite side of the walkway. This has a height approximately
equivalent to a three-storey building (8 metres).
The existing manuka trees along the site boundary with the walkway will be retained to
screen the driveway and car park area from the public walkway. They may be replaced in
the future with more suitable specimens in better condition.
The eastern façade has been strongly articulated to avoid an institutional look and further
differentiate and enliven the building mass with a variety of projecting and recessive forms,
perforated screening to windows and an articulated roofline.
Materials reflecting the New Zealand suburban palette have been suggested, with a
weatherboard and vertical shiplap effect, colourful screen elements and profiled metal
cladding adding variety to the building walls while maintaining a generally neutral colour
palette enhanced by the landscaping. Partially opaque glass balustrades across the
bedroom sliding doors provide the ability for residents to enjoy the fresh air while maintaining
privacy in both directions, allowing bed or chair-bound residents to look out but not directly
down into adjacent properties, while neighbours looking up at the building will not look
directly into suites.
The narrow street frontage, which will not be fenced, permits a view of a small two-storey
section of the building ensuring the streetscape is of domestic proportions similar to a large
house. This allows visual connection to the street, promoting casual surveillance important
for the security of all residents of the neighbourhood
3.5.4

Sustainability Principles

Passive heating and ventilation principles are supported by the C-shaped building form,
wrapping around a north-facing courtyard, wide overhanging eaves and opening windows.
The profiled metal roofing, proposed in a light colour, will reduce heating and cooling load
with further environmental benefit.
3.5.6

Noise & Light Spill Attenuation

In order to provide a high quality residential amenity for the residents of the Whitby Aged
Care Facility, the proposed building has been designed to complement the existing
residential environment (as already outlined). This means it will not have large areas of
exterior lighting.
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The proposal, by its nature, will not result in noise effects once operational that would be
incompatible with the surrounding residential environment. It will also incorporate doubleglazing and building materials that will attenuate the effects of exterior noise sources on
residential areas within the building.
3.6 Access and Parking
3.6.1

Access

Vehicle access to the site is via Starboard Lane off Discovery Drive.
The internal access has been designed to meet projected traffic demand and relevant safety
requirements. It will maintain a high level of pedestrian focused amenity for residents, with
vehicle and pedestrian areas being run together to avoid uneven levels for residents, and
are delineated with the use of coloured surfacing that contrasts with the vehicle areas. This
approach is consistent with other parts of the approved retirement village site. A 10km/hour
speed limit will be enforced on site, making internal roading safer for vehicles and pedestrian
movements.
The access within the site is locally widened to allow two-way vehicle traffic to and from the
basement parking area. Turning circles and access arrangements within the site have been
assessed by the applicant’s traffic consultant as acceptable – refer report attached at
Appendix C.
3.6.2

Parking Space Calculations

Parking (20 spaces) for the proposed Aged Care Facility will be provided discretely at
basement level in the building. Three additional “at grade” parks will be provided near the
entrance of the building. A total of 23 parks will be provided on the site.
The District Plan Permitted Activity Standards for Residential Activities in the Suburban Zone
require one space for every residential unit of 75m2 or less. The proposal includes 60
residential unit, with the largest of these being 35m2. This triggers a requirement of 60
parking spaces.
The District Plan also requires, for Non-Residential Activities in the Suburban Zone, five
parking spaces for every 100m2 associated Gross Floor Area. This has not been assessed
as it is not applicable or relevant to the ACF proposal.
Instead, the proposal has been assessed by the Applicant’s traffic consultants, Flow
Transportation Specialists. Flow has assessed the likely demand for the ACF at 18 spaces,
based on 0.76 spaces for each staff member (assessed as not more than 15) and 1 visitor
park per 8.44 beds (based on 60 beds).
The number of parking spaces proposed to be provided for the Aged Care Facility is less
than the minimum number required under the District Plan. However, the number provided
will be sufficient to meet resident, staff and visitor demands (based on modelling of aged
care facilities of this size).
Refer additional comments at Section 6 (Assessment of Effects) and Traffic Report by Flow
at Appendix C.
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3.7 Servicing
3.7.1

Water, Wastewater and Stormwater

All servicing (water, sanitary sewer, stormwater) will be installed as required for the
development in accordance with the relevant standards and link into existing infrastructure
as appropriate.
The latest servicing details to reflect the existing infrastructure connections available for the
proposed Aged Care Facility are shown on the plans by Cuttriss Consultants attached at
Appendix A.
Key servicing information provided by Cuttriss Consultants is as follows:
•

Sewer - There is an existing sewer lateral at the low point of the site which will be used
for the building, as shown on the Cuttriss Topographical Services Plan.

•

Stormwater - A detailed stormwater design will be required for building consent. This will
address possible disposal options, one of which might be to discharge half of the
stormwater to Starboard Lane, subject to a pipe upgrade at the bottom of Starboard
Lane. The other option may be to discharge to the 225mm pipe in the northern corner of
the site, involving either a pipe upgrade or retention tanks on site. The best solution will
be determined at the detailed design stage.

•

Water - The existing watermains in Starboard Lane and and pipe sizes are shown on the
topographical plan attached.

Appropriate easements will be created in favour of the Council for the mains reticulation as
required.
3.7.2

Electricity, Gas and Telecommunications

Electricity, gas and telecommunications connections will be provided in conjunction with the
relevant network utility operator requirements.
These will be installed underground consistent with existing connections.
3.8 Vegetation Removal for Earthworks
Some vegetation removal will be required prior to commencing the earthworks for the
building foundations. This will mainly involve stripping off grass and topsoil and stockpiling
any useful soil for later use. The trees and shrubs growing on the bank area will need to be
removed for health and safety or aesthetic reasons. However, the existing Kanuka trees on
the site will be retained as part of the screening proposed for the building along the walkway.
Refer Section 3.12 later for more detail on the landscape treatment for the site.
3.9 Earthworks & Retaining
3.9.1

Earthworks

Apart from the access construction, the nature and extent of earthworks for the proposal are
largely limited to preparation work for building foundations. This work is permitted under the
District Plan up to two (2) metres beyond the building footprint, plus a further 100m2 per site.
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The proposed earthworks are presented on the plan by Cuttriss Consultants (21446 EW)
attached at Appendix A.
•

Maximum depth of fill = 2.2m

•

Maximum depth of cut = 7.5m

•

Area of disturbance of fill = 115m²

•

Area of disturbance of cut = 2,015m²

•

Total area of disturbance = 2,130m²

The potential adverse effects of the earthworks will be controlled in accordance with an
Earthworks Management Plan prepared by Cuttriss Consultants, attached at Appendix F.
It is noted that quite extensive landscape planting is proposed when the building
construction is completed. However, re-contouring for landscaping is not proposed, and
excavation of planting pits is the only notable land disturbance activity associated with this
(refer landscape planting information on plans by Bannatyne Landscape Architects attached
at Appendix E (also included with main set at Appendix A).
3.9.2

Retaining Walls

Some retaining will be required on the site to provide for outdoor terraced areas at the rear
of the building, and construction of the main access and building platform. This is shown on
the following Plans by Pacific Environments Architects: A006, A103, A104 and A205. The
total level of change from the courtyard to the top of the terracing is 6.6 metres, with 3
metres being the maximum retaining wall height. Retaining work adjacent to the driveway
access to the basement garaging area has been designed to ensure a stable accessway of
suitable width approved by the applicant’s traffic consultants (Flow Transportation
Specialists) and to avoid interference with landscape planting on the site between the
accessway and the public walkway.
3.10

Construction Management

3.10.1 Phasing of Construction
The construction works for the Aged Care Facility are expected to have an 18 month
construction period. Within this overall project timeframe, preparatory site excavation works
are estimated to take 2 months, followed by 17 months for building work, and 1 month for
landscaping (all time frames are approximate and may be subject to delay due to weather or
other administrative reasons).
3.10.2 Construction Hours
As the project works area is close to existing residential properties and the residential end of
the retirement village, the proposed construction works and earthworks are proposed to
occur as follows:
•

Construction activities will occur between 7.00am and 7.00pm Monday to
Saturday, with no works being undertaken on Sunday or Public Holidays.
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•

Earthworks activities will occur between 7.00am and 6.00pm Mondays to Fridays
and between 8.00am and 4pm Saturdays. No earthwork activities may be
undertaken on Sundays and Public Holidays

The project will be progressed in a responsible manner and consistent with work previously
approved on the retirement village site. In this respect, the health and safety of residents
and the public (in particular students, staff and visitors to the Samuel Marsden Collegiate
Whitby) and avoidance of potential traffic conflicts are paramount.
The applicant is mindful of the needs of the school, both in terms of traffic and in terms of
their need for quiet (particularly at exam times), and would like to coordinate the proposed
construction activity (particularly around excavation and vehicle movements) with them.
Irrespective of the hours of operation referenced above, the consent holder shall
ensure that vehicle movements linked with construction works on the site do not
coincide with peak traffic times associated with the Samuel Marsden Collegiate
School (Whitby), to avoid traffic congestion during this time.
Other controls are offered to address construction vehicle movements, and construction
noise and dust effects (refer Sections 3.10.3 and 3.10.4 on Earthworks Management and
Traffic Management Plans for further details).
3.10.3 Erosion & Sediment Control and Earthworks Management Plan
Earthworks activities will be undertaken accordance with an Earthworks Management Plan
prepared by Cuttriss Consultants for the proposed works attached at Appendix F. This
incorporates good on-site practices for erosion and sediment control, as required.
3.10.4 Traffic Management Plan for Construction Traffic
Construction for the Aged Care Facility will be undertaken in accordance with a Traffic
Management Plan for Construction Traffic (CTMP) as recommended by Flow Transportation
Specialists in their report attached at Appendix C.
The CTMP will be prepared closer to the commencement of the construction and will be in
accordance with Council’s requirements for such CTMP’s and Transit New Zealand’s Code
of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management. A typical CTMP for this proposal could
include such matters as:
•

A description of the construction site, program timeframe, and scope of the works,

•

Routes to be used by construction traffic to access and egress the site and the adoption
of any measures on these routes to ensure a safe environment for other road users,
including existing residents, as well as to ensure that the surrounding road network will
continue to operate in an efficient manner

•

The amount of construction traffic expected during each phase of construction

•

Access for construction vehicles onto the road network from the site and measures to be
adopted at these access points to ensure a safe traffic environment for other road users,
especially pedestrians;
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•

Provision of safety fencing around the construction area and construction access for the
duration of the project to ensure the public safety;

•

Parking for contractor vehicles on the development site thereby ensuring that the on
street parking effects as a result of the construction activity are minimized; and

•

Avoidance and/or clean-up of significant dirt deposited along access routes from the
construction site at the cost of the consent holder, and prevention of entry to stormwater
systems.

3.11

Landscape Treatment

The applicant is committed to creating a high quality planted environment that enhances the
amenity and character of the retirement village site and surroundings, complements the
existing and proposed buildings, while also being practical, safe, low maintenance and
suitable for the local conditions. This is already in evidence throughout the existing
retirement village premises and along its boundaries as land has been progressively planted
on completion of approved village expansion project stages.
Consistent with the high quality landscape treatment approach taken to date, the Architect
Plans attached at Appendix A show imagery with proposed landscape treatment for the site
based on the landscape plans and information by Bannatyne Landscape Architects attached
at Appendix E.
The new building will be the tallest building in the immediate environment, but it has been
designed with sensitivity to the local context. The architectural design of the building
ensures the structure will be integrated with the local topography and proposed landscape
planting to create a high quality amenity on the site able to be enjoyed by viewers beyond
the site boundaries.
3.11.1 Proposed On-Site Planting for Resident Enjoyment
A large, courtyard, sheltered and enclosed by terraces has been designed for the residents’
enjoyment within the Whitby Aged Care Facility grounds. This features a large lawn area
with a circular path, seating and a selection of shade trees. Flowering shrubs and ground
cover will be planted surrounding the lawn, and on the terraces to provide colour and all year
round interest.
A similar approach has been used for the entrance, with large magnolias under-planted with
perennials. These are proposed to soften the two-story façade of the building, add scale
and help to blend the development in with its domestic neighbours.
Some of the plantings on the site will also be able to be enjoyed by viewers beyond the site
boundaries.
3.11.2 Proposed Landscape Planting – Mitigation for Neighbours and Passers-by
The planting layout proposed in front of the Whitby Aged Care Facility and along the
boundaries common with residential properties has been designed to provide short-term
privacy screening and long term screening. It will achieve this by using mature specimens
(minimum 1.5 metres) and evergreen native species that will attain heights of 8-12 metres.
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Proposed mass planting of large native species wherever possible will continue the green
outlooks which some of the site’s neighbours already enjoy. The applicant has also
proposed to provide planting and/or landscape assistance for some of the immediate site
neighbours as follows:
18 Solander Place – Planting
•

1.5 metre high lemonwood and Pittosporum Blue Wrinkle will be planted along a new
boundary fence (refer below). These will reach heights of 5-10 metres.

20 Solander Place – Planting
•

Mass plantings of 1.5 metre specimens of Hoheria, lemonwoods and Griselinia along a
new boundary fence (refer below).

22 Solander Place – Planting
•

The large golden macrocarpa and gum trees on this property will pruned by an
experienced arborist where they intrude on the proposed Aged Care Facility site.

•

The existing scrubby and weedy common boundary planting will be tidied up and new
mature native species planted (Hoheria, lemonwoods, a kohekpohe, and Griselinia, all
minimum 1.8 metres at time of planting). These are expected to reach heights of 8-12
metres in the long term (10+years). Additional planting of flowering shrubs in front of
these will include, for example, Choisya, Rhododendrons, Camellias and Hebes to
provide colour and interest from resident’s windows above.

Walkway Boundary Planting
The line of manuka growing along the walkway boundary any native seedlings over 700mm
within this area will be retained, with any gaps in the existing planting to be filled with
Arthropodium and other native species.
The unplanted area at the end of the manuka planting will be planted with 1.8m to 2m high
Dodonaea specimens. This will help to ensure the existing enjoyment by users of the “leafy”
public walkway is not compromised. This boundary planting will be augmented on the ACF
side with lemonwoods, Griselinia and Dodonaea and attractive ground covers.
The manuka may be replaced in the future if it is considered necessary due to the health
status of these specimens.
School Boundary Planting
Hedge-type planting such as Corokia and Griselinia are proposed along the site boundaries
with Samuel Marsden Collegiate School (Whitby). These hedges can be left to grow to full
height or trimmed to a more formal appearance as required.

18, 20 and 22 Solander Place - Fencing
Subject to preferences of the landowners, the applicant will provide a close-boarded
boundary fence along the common boundary with the ACF site (1.8- 2.0 metres high).
Other Boundary Fencing
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The metal fence used elsewhere on the Whitby Lakes Retirement Village boundaries is
proposed for the east and south-east boundaries of the ACF site.
3.12

Financial Contributions

Two financial contributions are required to be paid for new household units or new lots
created by land development. These are typically requested at the time of building consent,
or as a condition of resource consent to be paid as part of the subdivision certification
process under the Resource Management Act. These are:
•

The Recreation & Civic Development Levy (RCDL); and

•

A Financial Contribution for bulk services (water, wastewater and stormwater), referred
to as a Development Contribution (DC).

Porirua City Council’s Policy on Development and Financial Contributions, 1 July 2012
stipulates that the RCDL continues to be addressed as specified in Part E of the District Plan
and the DC be addressed as set out in Council’s Development Contributions Policy,
mandated by the Council’s Long Term Plan and the Local Government Act 2002. The
following paragraphs comment on the two financial contribution types.
3.12.1 Recreation & Civic Development Levy
The applicant seeks approval as part of this consent application to negotiate a reduction in
the current levy payments that apply to the proposal. The Council charges separate rates
for the residential units and other buildings, as follows:
•

Residential Rate based on 60 units: approximately $6,000 per unit.

•

Other Buildings based on gross floor area excluding parking areas.

This request to reduce the total amount to be levied is based on the nature of Aged Care
Facilities, which place little or no demand on recreation or civic resources. The residents do
not use local libraries and parks as they are largely based at the ACF premises. They do go
on outings so there are grounds for some levy payment.
We have reviewed the decision for the recently approved BUPA aged care facility – rest
home and hospital in a nearby part of Whitby. This was charged a Recreation and Civic
Development Levy based on floor area (as an Other Building).
The current proposal is a similar type of development. While the proposed ACF provides
accommodation, the primary purpose of the facility is to provide care and it is therefore to be
considered as a healthcare facility. We therefore believe the contributions for the proposed
ACF should be structured in terms no less favourable than the BUPA development, based
on Other Building floor area. The floor area to be charged needs to be confirmed in advance
with the Council to determine which parts of the overall floor development area are to be
included in the calculation.
3.12.2 Development & Financial Contributions
The Council’s financial policy under the Local Government Act (Policy on Development and
Financial Contributions, 1 July 2012) addresses the costs of constructing and maintaining
public utility services.
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The Policy sets rates for Residential and Non-Residential Development in Table 7 at Section
5.3, with a lower rate set for Non-Residential Activities (based on impermeable areas and
floor areas) and another rate applicable to Residential Services (defined at Section 5.1 of the
Policy as including Aged Care Facilities), as follows:

This application requests the lowest rate applicable and the applicant will be negotiating this
with the Council under a separate Local Government Act process available for this.
As a starting point we confirm that the applicant considers the non-residential rates of 0.3
HEU for “water supply and wastewater” and 0.2 HEU for “stormwater” are reasonable based
on an agreed* applicable total floor area relevant to the proposal, 585.4m 2 total impermeable
area and $9.210 (levy for Whitby).
*The applicant seeks to confirm which parts of the building are counted in the total floor area
before this calculation is finalised, given some are residential areas and some are nonresidential and others are circulation and parking areas.
3.13

Boundary Adjustment Subdivision

The proposed boundary adjustment between Lots 3 and 5 DP 89372 is shown on the
Cuttriss Scheme Plan 21446 SCH Revision A attached at Appendix A.
As shown in the plan extract to
the left, new Lots 1 and 2 will
be created with areas of
10549m2 and 1524m2
respectively.
This reconfiguration of the
boundaries increases site
coverage on the main
application site (Proposed Lot
2) to 48.33% because some of
the land has been transferrdd
to Proposed Lot 1 where the
Stage H Villas are located.
However, the “visual” effects of
buildings remain the same.
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4 District Plan Assessment
The proposal has been assessed under the relevant provisions of the Operative Porirua City
District Plan. The reasons resource consents for land use and subdivision are required are
set out below.
4.1 District Plan Zoning
The entire retirement village development is on land within the Suburban Zone (shown as
white in the image below. The application site is centrally located and shaded yellow). The
application site is not subject to any designations, or other planning notation (i.e. it is not in a
Landscape Protection or Seismic Hazard overlay area).
Land to the north-east shaded green is Open Space Zone. Land to the west shaded
brown/green is Recreation Zone.

Annotated Extract from PCC Online GIS Mapping Information 2012 - Shows site is within the Suburban Zone.

The 61 villas at the northern end of the existing retirement village premises are located in the
bottom left quarter of the image below (identified by street numbering and road names
Gannet Way, Newhaven Way and Coracle Close). The apartment buildings currently under
construction are located beyond the base of the image (below the turquoise dotted line
which depicts the Suburban Shopping Centre Policy Area overlay for the Suburban Zone).
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Under District Plan Rule D3.1.1, a Retirement Village (including an Aged Care Facility) can
potentially be established as a Permitted Activity both within the Suburban Zone subject to
compliance with the relevant Permitted Activity Standards.
4.2 Residential and Non-Residential Components of Proposal
Previous consent processes for the Whitby Lakes Retirement Village and other retirement
village developments have taken the approach of splitting the Residential and NonResidential components of the developments and addressing their respective compliance
with Permitted Activity Standards separately.
This application seeks to adopt a similar approach as it is essentially very similar to the
approved apartment buildings at the southern end of the site, which include a mixture of
residential apartment suites and common areas, administration areas etc.
As outlined earlier, ACF residents hold licences to occupy their apartment suites, and benefit
from a range of care facilities available on site for the ACF residents – all provided in a
home-like environment. This is similar to the existing approved villas and apartments at the
retirement village. The main difference is that the residents of the ACF are older and less
mobile and expected to have less visitors.
4.3 Links with Historical Resource Consent for Retirement Village
The upgrade and expansion of the existing retirement village development approved under
resource consent RC 4169 required a resource consent because aspects of the proposed
structures, and parking did not fully comply with the Permitted Activity Standards that applied
in 2005, and because the District Plan only allowed for a maximum of two dwellings on a site
to share a party wall.
Since then, any subsequent variations proposed to the approved layout have been treated
as a Discretionary Activity under Rule D3.1.4(i), the most recent of these being RC 6590
which approved three new apartment buildings at the southern end of the applicant’s land.
While this proposal is a new proposal, and must be assessed on its merits, it is linked with
the existing development and some of the approved Stage H villas occur on Lot 5 DP 89372.
This proposal seeks a boundary adjustment subdivision to separate the villas from the ACF
development proposed the application site.
4.4 Assessment of Operative District Plan Compliance
The proposed Aged Care Facility has been designed to comply as far as practicable with the
relevant Permitted Activity Standards for the Suburban Zone. Where it is not able to comply
with the standards considerable mitigation has been offered as part of the proposal to
ensure that the effects of the proposal are consistent with Permitted Activities in the Zone.
It is also noted that the most noticeable breaches of Permitted Activity Standards relate to
building height and height recession plane at the northern end of the building. These
breaches are a Restricted Discretionary Activity.
Other breaches (parking, site coverage and earthworks) are not expected to have noticeable
effects beyond the boundary of the site as explained later. The applicant also seeks to
reduce the amount to be paid for the Recreation and Civic Development Levy.
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The proposal is able to comply with all Discretionary Activity Standards.
The following table assesses the proposal’s compliance with the relevant Permitted Activity
Standards:
District Plan Rule

Proposal

Comments on Compliance

Access Width/Part H

The proposal relies on an
existing access from Starboard
Lane with a roundabout near
the entry and passing bays
along the ‘one way’ drive up to
the parking area in the
basement.

The access has been assessed
by “Flow”, in terms of likely traffic
and manoeuvring demands for
the ACF, and deemed to be an
acceptable and safe design.

Number of Car Parks 1
space for every residential
unit less than or equal to
2
75m , and 5 spaces for
2
every 100m Gross Floor
Area Non- Residential
Activity – all excluding car
parking areas.

The proposal has 60
residential units and a parking
area for 20 cars beneath the
building. A further three short
term parks are provided near
the entrance of the building.

A consent is required because
the proposed total number of
parking spaces does not meet the
District Plan requirements for
residential and non-residential
activities.

A total of 23 parks will be
provided on site. This is
deemed more than adequate
for the proposed ACF by the
applicant’s traffic consultant,
Flow, based on their
assessment of the likely
demand (18 spaces).

The applicant’s traffic consultant,
Flow, has assessed the likely
demand for an ACF as
considerably less than the “nonspecific” District Plan standard.
Flow’s Calculated Demand = 18
spaces.

Location of Car Parks
within 1.5m and 5.0m Yard
Setback Areas/Part H

All parking is proposed within
the basement area of the
building or near the main
entrance, and all parking is
clear of yard setback areas.

Complies

Number of Attached
Residential Units per Site
is limited to not more than
2 units which share a party
wall or common wall.

The proposal has 60
residential units arranged in
clusters within the building
over three levels. These are all
co-joined.

The proposed total of 60
conjoined units requires a
resource consent.

Site Coverage not to
exceed 35% per site.

Site coverage incl. existing
Stage H villas is 42% on
existing title. This increases
after boundary adjustment.

A consent is triggered as site
coverage after boundary
adjustment is 48.3% (i.e. 35% +
13.3%).

Excavations beneath the
building footprint are proposed,
and work to form the new
access, occur more than 2
metres beyond the building

Requires a Discretionary
Activity Consent - Access
construction and some of the site
preparation beyond the building
footprint, requires a Discretionary

2

Earthworks: not >100m
disturbance area, no
change of contour >1.5m if
2m beyond building, not
o
above 45 at site boundary.
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District Plan Rule

Maximum Building Height
(8 metres)

Proposal

Comments on Compliance

footprint and will exceed
2
100m .

Activity Resource Consent for
area of disturbance exceeding
2
100m and for heights of cut and
fill >1.5m.

•

Max. Fill Depth = 2.2m

•

Max. Cut Height = 7.5m

•

Area of Fill = 115m²

•

Area of Cut = 2,015m²

•

Total area of disturbance =
2,130m²

The roof has a maximum
height above existing ground
level of 11.9 metres including
lift towers, with 30% of the roof
area falling under the 8 metre
maximum permitted height
plane and 50% falling under a
10 metre height plane.
The maximum building height
including the lift tower is <12
metres high.
Refer Plan extract A502 to the
left showing the 10m height
plane in purple and the area
above this in beige.

The proposed building exceeds
the maximum height specified for
permitted activities in the District
Plan (8 metres) above original
ground.
Building height > 8m and up to
10m is a Restricted Discretionary
Activity (RDA), and between 10
and up to 12 is a fully
Discretionary Activity.
A consent is triggered for the
building height as a
Discretionary Activity.

The proposal is to be
constructed clear of all yards.

Complies

The northern end of the
building breaches the
recession plane by between
2.034m and 6.114m (refer
Sections 1-4 on Plan A204 and
Roof Plan A105 and extracts),
and extends from the north
into the upper building by
2.067m at the western end &
6.062m on the eastern side of
the roof.

Plan extracts from A105 and
A204 to left and below show
extent of breaches.

Requires a Restricted
Discretionary Activity Consent
Recreation & Civic
Development Levy
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Can comply. However, the
applicant seeks a reduction in the
amount due.
This triggers a Discretionary
Activity consent.
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District Plan Rule

Proposal

Comments on Compliance

Bulk Services Levy

This no longer applies.

Can comply.

The Council has replaced the
Bulk Services Levy with a
Development & Financial
Contributions Policy (1 July
2012) prepared under the
Local Government Act.

The applicant seeks an
appropriate discounted rate under
the DFCP 2012, noting the
Council policy offers this for such
facilities.

4.5 Discretionary Activity Status Overall
The breach of the Height Recession Plane is a Restricted Discretionary Activity. The
assessment of this part of the proposal in isolation would be limited to the following matters
set out in the District Plan:
a) The extent of the impact of those parts of the building that exceed the permitted activity
standard(s) on shading, having regard to the size of the shadow cast and the period of
time a part of an adjacent site(s) is affected.
b) The extent to which the additional height of the building will shade or physically dominate
adjacent sites.
However, the number of co-joined units, earthworks for the accessway and areas to prepare
building site, site coverage, the reduced parking provision and changes to the Recreation
and Civic Development Levy trigger a discretionary activity (unrestricted) consent.
The proposed boundary adjustment is proposed to provide lot shapes which better fit the
existing and proposed building footprints. This would normally be a Controlled Activity if
proposed in its own right as it would not breach any Controlled Activity Standards. However,
as it is incorporated with the current proposal for convenience, it comes under the
Discretionary Activity status as it increases site coverage on the application site.
The proposal has been assessed overall as a Discretionary Activity. All rules therefore are
treated a guidelines in the assessment of the proposal and its effects on the environment.
4.6 District Plan Objectives and Policies
A formal assessment of the full District Plan objectives and policies has not been undertaken
as the proposal is not a Non-Complying Activity.
The assessment of relevant matters is set out at Section 6.0 later and concludes that the
proposal is not contrary to the relevant objectives and policies of the District Plan.
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5 Consultation
Section 36A of the Resource Management Act confirms that an applicant for a resource
consent does not have a duty to consult in respect of any resource consent application. This
is confirmed again at Clause 1A of the Fourth Schedule to the Act. However any consultation
undertaken is required under Clause 1(h) of the Fourth Schedule to be included in the
Assessment of Effects on the Environment, as follows:
Identification of the persons affected by the proposal, the consultation undertaken, if
any, and any response to the views of any person consulted:
The applicant has consulted with Samuel Marsden Collegiate School (Whitby) (Lot 4 DP
89372 and Lot 10 DP 410527) and the following owners and occupiers of residential
properties that adjoin the application site:
•

Mr F and Mrs L Simmons (16 Solander Place, Lot 512 DP 41700):

•

Mr GPM and Mrs MJ Hooper (18 Solander Place, Lot 511 DP 41700);

•

BG Higgins (20 Solander Place, Lot 510 DP 41700);

•

TP and DMH Rorason (22 Solander Place, Lot 1 DP 56701); and

•

Mr SR and Mrs JM Brunt (24 Solander Place, Lot 508 DP 40244).

Annotated Extract from Quikmap showing application site in relation to properties consulted with

Results of Consultation are attached at Appendix G.
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6 Assessment of Effects on the Environment
This Assessment of Effects on the Environment (AEE) has been prepared in a detail that
corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects that the proposal may have on the
environment, and is in accordance with Section 88(2)(b) of the Resource Management Act
1991 (the Act) and Clause 1(d) of Schedule 4 to the Act.
The AEE below takes into account the mitigation measures offered in the application and
makes a comparison with relevant aspects of the existing environment.
6.1 Permitted Environment – A Context for Assessing this Proposal
Case law and the provisions of Section 104(2) of the Resource Management Act have
established the ‘Permitted Baseline’ assessment process. This essentially provides the
Consent Authority with the discretion to disregard an adverse effect of a proposed activity if
the District Plan permits an activity with that effect, or one of the same or similar scale,
intensity and character.
It is acknowledged that there is no Permitted Baseline applicable to the proposal in terms of
District Plan matters, as a resource consent was required for the original development.
However, there is a Permitted Environment that should be taken account of, in terms of
existing and lawfully established activities.
This section provides a commentary on the “permitted” environment to set the context for
assessing the proposal and its actual and potential effects on the environment.
6.1.1

Existing Resource Consents Permit Activities with Environmental Effects

The resource consents issued by Porirua City Council (PCC) since 2005 cover a
comprehensive retirement village upgrade and expansion project, including three apartment
blocks and 61 villas, with a total of 129 residential units, and associated earthworks activities
and installation of extended services infrastructure.
The approval of a large supermarket complex (referenced earlier in the application) also sets
an example of the scale of development considered acceptable within the Suburban Zone.
The establishment of Samuel Marsden Collegiate (Whitby) school on the former Duck Creek
Golf Course Site is a further example of the scale and nature of non-residential development
considered acceptable in the immediate vicinity of the site, along with subsequent approved
expansions of the school including new classrooms and a gymnasium.
The extent of works approved under these existing consents, subject to compliance with the
relevant conditions, is considerable and significantly more than the works sought in this
current application. Effective landscape planting is already in place as a screen and
softening measure for new development at the northern end of the retirement village land
and the combined effect faithfully matches the imagery presented in the consent application
documentation for this development. This is a testament to the reliability of information
prepared by the applicant’s project team, and the commitment by the applicant to undertake
the works as originally proposed as subsequently approved. The current proposal for the
ACF is the next stage of the high quality development by the applicant that can be relied on.
The actual and potential effects on the environment permitted under the existing consents
(and as seen in completed development) provide context for assessing the current proposal.
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6.1.2

Written Approvals

Where written approvals have been obtained from landowners or occupiers in respect of the
proposal, no effects of the proposal on their properties can be considered as part of the
Consent Authority’s assessment of this application.
Results of consultation are attached at Appendix G.
6.2 Relevant AEE Assessment Criteria
The relevant matters can be grouped under the following headings for the purposes of
assessing the environmental effects of the proposal:
•

Amenity and Character (Visual, Landscape, Shading, Traffic and Parking, Noise, Lighting
and Glare);

•

Construction Effects (Noise, Dust, Erosion and Sediment, Vehicle Movements/Safety
etc.);

•

Reverse Sensitivity;

•

Natural Hazards (Flooding/Site Stability);

•

Mitigation; and

•

Positive Effects.

The following sections cover these matters and assess them in the context of the proposal.
6.3 Amenity & Character
The Resource Management Act 1991 definition treats amenity values as a number of
interrelated factors, namely:
“those natural and physical qualities and characteristics of an area that
contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and
cultural and recreational attributes”.
Such qualities and characteristics are affected, either positively or negatively, by a complex
mix of factors, for example, such things as: access to day/sunlight and/or shading, visual
dominance of structures near site boundaries, visual appearance of structures and buildings,
loss of vegetation, privacy, lighting levels, background noise levels and traffic volumes, the
level of planting/landscape treatment or open space, and the experience of seeing and
hearing people and activities on a site.
The local combination of these sets the character and atmosphere that people come to
expect in their neighbourhood and hence their levels of enjoyment of a site and its
surroundings.
The experience of amenity and character varies between suburbs, and at Zone boundaries
compared with the innermost areas of a Zone. Differing personal preferences, perceptions or
sensitivities also affect the way amenity is experienced.
Because of this complexity, District Plans cannot foresee and address all individual
preferences, let alone provide rules that will protect amenity to a level that will all people.
Instead, District Plans identify characteristics of areas worthy of protection and factors that
contribute to amenity and character. Measureable standards are then used to manage the
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various potential effects of structures and activities to maintain adequate levels of amenity in
relation to identified environments (for example site coverage, maximum heights, separation
distances from boundaries, paving and landscaping requirements). These provide a guide or
a benchmark for what is acceptable in a particular area.
It is therefore appropriate to focus on the relevant separate, “components” of amenity in the
context of the character of the application site and its surroundings when assessing the
effects of the proposed structures and activities.
For the reasons outlined below, it can be concluded that the cumulative impact of any
adverse effects of the proposal on the amenity values in the vicinity of the proposed
application site would be less than minor, given the types of effects anticipated by the zoning
of the land, and the scale and form of development, previously approved development on
the site, and mitigation measures offered.
6.4 Visual & Landscape Effects
6.4.1

Landscape Context

The existing Whitby Lakes Retirement Village (WLRV) site, at a broad scale, sits within a
series of highly modified low hills portraying an open aspect with views to the surrounding
higher hills in most directions. The application site, at the northern end of the WLRV land
holdings is set into one of the low hill slopes on land that was previously used as a putting
green for the former Duck Creek Golf Course.
The existing landform is highly modified, being the result of extensive earthworks at the time
of the suburb’s construction commencing in the early 1970s, which included the creation of
the current contours of the application site and the artificial Lower Whitby Lake on nearby
land to the south-west. Yet it was these significant modifications that created the current
natural character of the suburb, one that displays an appearance of naturalness and
openness with a well-developed system of public walkways and recreation facilities and
associated plantings.
At a local level, Whitby is characterised by low to moderate density suburban housing, with
regular spacing of houses, and to a small degree, continuity in building style and
construction. The suburb is subject to ongoing expansion of its edge areas as well as some
infill development in places.
Duck Creek has recently been realigned and there are ongoing examples of extensive
earthworks and landscape planting in the vicinity as this part of the former golf course land
continues to be developed for residential development and potentially there could be a future
supermarket on land across the road from the existing shopping centre.
6.4.2

Local Activity Mix

The application site is adjacent to the Samuel Marsden Collegiate School (Whitby), which
has a range of school buildings on the former Duck Creek Golf Course site, with a large
gymnasium just across the public walkway from the proposed ACF site.
Land immediately to the north and west is established residential property. To the south are
the existing retirement village premises and the central community facilities of Whitby
including (among others): commercial premises, a shopping centre, doctor’s surgery, former
library building, and church clustered alongside the Lower Whitby Lake.
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The neighbourhood appears as a mix of residential and recreation land uses with ongoing
development for residential properties alongside Duck Creek and the retirement village
expansion.
The proposed Aged Care Facility will be set into the contours of the site to limit its
intrusion or visual dominance of the immediate surroundings. Building materials,
colours and landscape planting on the site will further assist this integration with the
existing development in the area.
6.4.3

Local Vegetation

The suburb enjoys a high degree of vegetative cover with some large exotics nearing the
end of their useful life (pines, gums and wattles-species planted at the early stages of the
subdivision for quick vegetative shelter or street trees), while public and private areas
demonstrate quality amenity planting.
The existing retirement village site has been developed over time to present itself as a high
quality development with extensive planted and landscape areas, to ensure the outlook for
residents is enhanced, while also addressing privacy and the interface with public areas.
Formal gardens within the existing WLRV land can be viewed from the lakeside walkway,
and on entry to the village from the north and south. Some of the large trees (pines and
gums and wattles) are progressively being removed for safety and aesthetic reasons
alongside Discovery Drive and Starboard Lane. These are progressively being replaced by
landscape planting approved under conditions of consent issued for the existing retirement
village expansion.
The proposed planting for the ACF site will be a continuation of the successful, high
quality approach on the existing retirement village site, and has been designed to
ensure the development sits within the surroundings comfortably. Screening and
softening will be achieved in a way that is also consistent with CPTED requirements
(Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design) to ensure a safe and pleasant
experience for users of the adjacent public walkway.
6.4.4

Site Vegetation

The application site is predominantly grassed, with scrubby weedy species and some large
macrocarpas present in the northwest corner, all of which will be cleared to make way for the
proposed ACF. There is a line of mature manuka growing along the eastern site boundary
adjoining the walkway. The proposed landscape planting plan retains most of the large
boundary trees and any regenerating native undergrowth over 700mm, subject to some tree
pruning by a suitably experienced arborist on the dangerous and damaged boundary trees,
and removal of lower quality specimens along the walkway frontage. Any plants removed
will be replaced with good quality specimens of suitable height as part of the overall
landscape strategy to achieve a high quality site appearance and maintain the amenity and
character of adjoining residential properties, school and the public walkway.
The proposed planting for the Aged Care Facility will be undertaken to tie in with the
established long term programme by the applicants to ensure ongoing softening and
screening of buildings when viewed from beyond the site, and a high quality
landscape amenity to be enjoyed by residents, staff and visitors.
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6.4.5

Flora and Fauna

The site does not include any habitat or nesting areas for nationally or locally recognised or
endangered species of flora or fauna.
6.4.6

Visual and Landscape Context:

Residences in the immediate vicinity of the site are similar in scale and spacing and enjoy a
range of visual amenity values from views of in the direction of Pauatahanui Inlet and hills to
the south and east the distance.
The site is only clearly visible from parts of the adjacent school premises, and three
residential properties immediately adjacent (18-22 Solander Place) and people who walk
past the site using the walkway. A combination of highly modified topography and existing
buildings and vegetation limit visual outlooks into the site. The main views have been
modelled and are shown on the plans by Pacific Environments Architects at Appendix A
(Refer perspectives shown on Plans A401-A409).
The proposed building has been designed to ensure residents can enjoy views of
surrounding scenic areas, while avoiding adverse impacts on those views of the same
areas enjoyed by neighbouring properties.
6.4.7

Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects

The new building will be the tallest building in the immediate environment, but it has been
designed with sensitivity to the local context.
Considerable effort has been made to soften and screen the building with planting
and fencing on common boundaries with residential properties and to reduce the
potential visual dominance of the ACF structure on those properties through the use
of set backs (minimum setback provided is 3.15m from closest residential boundary),
and articulation of the exterior building design to provide interest and visual amenity.
The colours and cladding of the new building will tie in with the existing development on the
applicant’s land to the south and the surrounding landscape and village environment. These
have been selected to ensure consistency with the existing approved development and to
address the building’s visual appearance beyond the site boundaries. Planting proposed for
within the site, along the site boundaries and on neighbouring land in conjunction with
proposed fencing and landscape assistance on adjoining residential properties will provide
effective softening and screening. The overall approach will help to tie the building into its
surroundings, retain existing leaf walkway experiences, and provide a pleasant outlook for
residents and onlookers of the site.
The proposed boundary adjustment will not alter the effects of the overall development in
terms of what can be seen/experienced on or off the site. The only effects relate to changes
to site coverage which will alter on each side of the boundary as the floor areas of Stage H
villas are deleted from Lot 5 and added to the adjoining lot, and as Lot 5 is reduced in area
and only covered by the proposed ACF facility. The landscaping and all site development will
appear the same as proposed and the new boundaries will line up with the development in a
practical way. The new boundary between the two development stages will only have a
“paper” based “administrative” effect allowing the two stages to be managed or financed
independently.
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It can therefore be concluded that any potential adverse effects of the proposal on
landscape and visual amenity will be less than minor.
6.5 Shading Effects
The plans by Pacific Environments Limited A510, A511 and A512 at Appendix A, illustrate
the results of sun shadow studies for the Summer Solstice (December 21), Winter Solstice
(June 21) and the Equinox (March 20). These show that the potential shading effects of the
proposed ACF are less than minor as summarised in the comments below:
Mid-Summer
•

At 9am on 21 December there is a small amount of shading from the building on the
vegetated area at number 22 Solander Place;

•

At 5pm on 21 December the building will shade the public walkway and a small strip of
land inside the school boundary. The school shades the same walkway area at 9am.

•

The other times on 21 December the shading is limited to the application site.

Mid-Winter
•

At 9am on 21 June the building throws shadows onto the land at the rear of number 18
Solander Place.

•

At 1pm and 3pm on 21 June the building throws large shadows across part of the school
site (as do the school’s own buildings).

Equinox
•

At 9am on 20 March, the building shading extends into land on numbers 18 and 22
Solander Place.

•

At 5pm on 20 March the building’s shading extends into the school grounds and across
the small school building closest to the public walkway.

As indicated above, shading effects are limited to land rather than buildings in almost all
cases. Shading from the building is not expected to have an adverse effect that would be
more than minor on the amenity values of existing residents, the school or users of the
walkway.
6.6 Noise & Vibration
No noise or vibration from ongoing use of the proposed aged care home is anticipated.
Noise and vibration linked with the construction works is covered separately later with the
conclusion that adverse effects will be short term, temporary and able to be managed so as
to be less than minor.
6.7 Lighting and Glare
All lighting will be limited to typical standards and designs suitable for a retirement village
development. This includes outdoor lighting for security and to assist with safe access
around the site, and internal lighting. This is not expected to differ from typical residential
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development lighting as the building is a home for 60 residents and a high level of residential
amenity has been incorporated into the building design and site layout.
The position of the proposed building is set into the hillside largely below established
residential properties on adjoining land. This will further help to screen lighting from adjoining
residential sites.
There is a school on the adjoining land, and other recreation areas nearby. A supermarket
with a large parking area has been approved on land nearby. Lighting from existing facilities
and future approved developments creates a baseline against which future building lighting
will be difficult to discern.
Adverse lighting and glare effects are therefore not anticipated with the ongoing use of the
proposed building.
6.8 Traffic and Parking
The proposed development has been assessed by Flow Transportation Specialists (Flow),
with a brief to identify and assess the transport planning and traffic engineering issues
related to construction and operation of the proposed Whitby Aged Care Facility.
Their Transport Assessment report is attached at Appendix C. Key findings are summarised
/ paraphrased in this section as part of the description of access and parking on the
application site.
Overall, it can be concluded that there are no traffic planning or traffic engineering reasons
to preclude the implementation of the proposed ACF development on the site.
6.8.1

Site Access

Discovery Drive is classified as a Principal Street in the District Plan, and is constructed to a
high standard to provide for a significant number of users on a daily basis. The road provides
access to the southern end of the retirement village site (the main entrance) and the
northern end of the retirement village site (entrance via Starboard Lane). The access to the
proposed Whitby Aged Care Facility will also be via Starboard Lane. This has been
assessed as a suitable access by Flow and no traffic safety issues identified.
6.8.2

Parking

The proposed ACF has been designed to be integrated with the approved development of
129 residential units, made up from 61 villas and 69 apartments within three apartment
blocks to the south of the site. As assessed by Flow, the ACF is not expected to generate
noticeable increases in parking demand due to the age of the residents at the home and the
low visitor numbers.
The proposed facility offers more than sufficient parks to meet the likely demands of the
ACF. Flow has assessed that only 18 parks are required, which is less than the 23
proposed. Therefore any adverse effects associated with the shortfall of parks required by
the District Plan will be less than minor.
6.8.3

Internal Access

Vehicle movement on the site will be kept at a slow pace by using internal access design
features to ensure a safe, pedestrian oriented complex.
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Vehicles entering at the Starboard Lane access can travel via a roundabout to drop off or
pick up passengers and goods at the main entrance of the ACF building. They can also
travel to and from the parking areas under the building via an access-way with local
widening to enable two-way access. Keeping the access narrower in places will therefore not
reduce the safe and efficient vehicle manoeuvring on site.
A benefit of the reduced areas of impermeable surfaces (allowed by the internal access
design) is the low impact stormwater management that can be undertaken on site, and more
room for site landscaping with resultant enhanced amenity values.
6.9 Construction Effects
Construction works have the potential to generate a range of effects including: noise,
vibration, dust, sedimentation, and vehicle movements. These matters are explained below
and mitigation measures discussed where appropriate
6.9.1

Construction Vehicle Movements and Traffic Management

Construction activities will result in an increase of vehicles and equipment and materials
being transported to and from the proposed works areas on the application site. Once
equipment is on-site it will remain until the completion of the project, and daily vehicle
movements will be limited to the contractors in their works or private vehicles attending to
their work requirements at each site.
Discovery Drive is a well-constructed road designed to cater for high traffic flows, including
Construction Traffic. Starboard Lane, which provides access to the site from Discovery
Drive is a small cul-de-sac which shares access to a school and other residential properties
at the existing retirement village.
Flow has recommended that a Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) be prepared
to cover the various stages of construction. As outlined in the proposal at Section 3, the
CTMP (agreed to by the applicant) will establish procedures to address the safety of
residents of the village as well as other parties beyond the site boundaries during the
construction process.
Overall, it can therefore be concluded that there will be no adverse construction traffic,
access or parking related effects likely to result from approving the proposal.
It can therefore be concluded that any adverse construction traffic related effects will be less
than minor.
6.9.2

Noise and Vibration

While construction noise or vibration may be perceived as a potential concern to nearby
residents, the effects will be short term and temporary.
The potential effects can be limited further by controls on noise levels and hours of operation
as proposed by the applicant. The proposed hours of operation are as set out at Section
3.10.2 and will be the subject of a Construction Management Plan and/or similar consent
conditions as discussed in that section.
Other statutory requirements also have to be met, as follows.
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There is a duty to avoid unreasonable noise, as set out in Section 16 of the Resource
Management Act 1991:

The District Plan also sets a Permitted Activity Standard for Noise in the Suburban Zone.
The part of the rule that relates to Construction activities is quoted below:

It is anticipated, as with previous stages of development at the retirement village that noise
levels (and any vibration) will be maintained within the limits allowed under the District Plan,
and therefore any adverse effects will be less than minor.
6.9.3

Dust, Erosion and Sediment Control

During construction involving earth disturbance there is potential for sediment generated at
the site to adversely affect water quality and the functioning of ecosystems in the receiving
environment, if uncontrolled during rain events.
Dust can be generated from disturbed areas in windy conditions. Therefore prevention is the
key approach and, as discussed elsewhere in this report, preventative measures have been
incorporated into the proposal in the form of an Earthworks Management Plan prepared by
Cuttriss Consultants attached at Appendix F.
This incorporates good on-site management practices that can be employed both during
construction and landscape planting (at the time of vegetation clearance and site preparation
activities).
It is concluded therefore that any adverse dust, or related earth disturbance effects will be
less than minor.
6.10

Natural Hazards (Site Stability / Inundation)

6.10.1 Site Stability
The majority of Whitby has been classified in a Seismic Hazard Study commissioned by
Porirua city Council in 1993 as being in Zone III (highly stability to stable).
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The application site is not identified on the District Plan maps as being within a Seismic
Hazard Area. However, the site is expected to have the Whitby Plastic Soils typical of the
area, which often require special foundation design to address their properties.
That said, the general area in the vicinity of the site has been subject to significant previous
development works in the past which have been approved and certified according to the
appropriate standards (for example the construction of the Lower Whitby Lake and the dam
at its northern end was undertaken as part of the construction of Mariner’s Way and the
nearby area, and subject to considerable geotechnical requirements).
The proposed works require some relatively minor earthworks to create the building platform
area and create the vehicle access.
As with previously approved development within the retirement village, all building and
earthworks will be subject to specific engineering design under the control of appropriately
qualified professionals employed by the applicant, and any input from the Council as part of
the building consent process.
All earthworks will be undertaken in accordance with recognised New Zealand Standards,
including NZS 4431. The earthworks will be supervised and certified by a suitably qualified
engineer.
Overall the proposed earthworks are unlikely to result in any adverse effects on the existing
stability of the site, and future buildings constructed on it will be suitably designed to address
stability issues.
6.10.2 Inundation
A very extensive flood management report was carried out at the time of the Mariner’s Way
and Whitby Lakes development, including the main retirement village site and adjoining land.
The original subdivision that created the Lower Whitby Lake and surrounding land set a
minimum floor level of RL 30.7 for buildings on land surrounding the lake to reflect the
stormwater flows associated with the lake. There is no freeboard required above this.
The Lower Whitby Lake also has a stormwater management function, with its outlet structure
visible in the middle of the lake. A secondary overflow path takes over then the capacity of
the outlet structure is exceeded. Water overtops at the boat ramp sill, runs down Discovery
Drive and discharges through the underpass walkway by Samuel Marsden Collegiate School
(Whitby).
The secondary flow path levels are all substantially below the proposed floor levels of the
proposed building, and occur well away from the site.
Given the location of the building and the existing flood management systems, it can be
concluded that the risk of adverse effects of flooding can be addressed satisfactorily
elsewhere and be unlikely to impact on the application site.
6.11

Reverse Sensitivity

The issue of reverse sensitivity arises primarily because of the proposal to establish
residential units adjacent to the Samuel Marsden Collegiate Whitby.
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The Suburban site zoning allows for a mix of residential and non-residential activities to
occur, subject to compliance with certain standards, or when resource consents are
obtained. In this respect, activities at the school premises on the adjoining site could
potentially result in a loss of amenity to residents of the proposed Aged Care Facility,
because of:
•

The existing noise school and playground/sportsfield activities; and

•

Potential effects on privacy levels of residents;

The proposed ACF Building design incorporates noise attenuation and privacy protection
measures and is not considered to be at risk of any reverse sensitivity issues. The applicant
has also consulted with the school in the development of this application, and reverse
sensitivity has not been raised by the school as a specific concern at any time.
6.12

Urban Design and CPTED Assessments

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) and Urban Design Assessment
Reports are attached at Appendix H and Appendix I respectively.
These set out aspects of the proposal in the context of design guidelines in the Urban
Design Protocol, to which Porirua City Council is a signatory, and good design for crime
prevention. The latter is relevant in response to construction adjacent to the public walkway
and the school.
Both reports are supportive of the proposal and conclude that it is consistent with the
relevant design principles and guidelines, such that it will represent an asset to the
community. These reports should be read together with this main application document.
6.13

Positive Effects

The numerous positive effects of the proposal for the residents of the existing retirement
village and the wider community are set out in detail at Section 1.1.
6.14

Overall Effects of Proposal

On the basis of the above assessment any adverse effects of the proposal are concluded to
be less than minor and the positive effects will have benefits that extend to the wider
community.
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7 Statutory Evaluation
7.1 Resource Management Act 1991
Part 2 of the Resource Management Act defines, at Section 5, the Purpose and Principles of
the Act - which is to “promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources
”.
Sections 6, 7 and 8 of Part 2 define the matters a consent authority shall consider when
achieving its Purpose and exercising their functions under the Act, as follows:

All assessments of resource consent applications under Section 104 of the Act are “subject
to” Part 2. Section 104(1) of the Act provides guidance and direction for consent authorities
and the relevant matters for consideration can be summarised as:

In respect of the above, an assessment of the actual and potential effects on the
environment is made in Section 6.0 of this report, and brief comments made on the relevant
objectives, policies and rules at Section 4.0.
7.2 Assessment of Part 2 of the Act
There are no Matters of National Importance in Section 6 relevant to the proposal.
In respect of Section 7, Other Matters, the relevant clauses are:
(b) the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources;
(c) the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values;
(f) the maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment.

In respect of Section 8, the Act requires:

The above matters are addressed in the relevant provisions of the District Plan and covered
as part of the assessment at Section 6 and repetition is avoided here.
On the basis of the assessment made at Section 6 of this application, it can be concluded
that the proposal is consistent with the relevant intentions of the District Plan. By implication,
therefore it can also be concluded that the proposal is consistent with the Purpose and
Principles at Part 2 of the Act.
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7.3 Notification Decision
7.3.1

Summary of Statutory Requirements

Under Section 95, a consent authority must decide within 10 working days whether an
application should be given public notification or limited notification.
Section 95A sets an assessment framework for the decision maker, and provides that any
decision to publicly notify an application is at Council’s discretion. However, Council must not
publicly notify an application if a relevant rule precludes public notification, or if the adverse
effects are no more than minor and the applicant does not seek public notification.
Section 95A(4) allows the consent authority to notify an application if it decides that special
circumstances exist in relation to the application.
In making these decisions, a consent authority may disregard adverse effects that are within
the “permitted baseline”. The authority must also disregard any effects on those persons
who have given written approval to the proposal.
7.3.2

Effects of Proposal are Less than Minor

As part of the notification decision making process, under Section 95B, a consent authority
must decide under Sections 95E and 95F if there are any persons affected by an application,
based on a decision as to whether the adverse effects of the proposal are minor or more
than minor (but not less than minor).
The Resource Management (Simplifying & Streamlining) Amendment Act 2009 included
Section 95E (quoted below) as a deliberate attempt to simplify the notification decision
processes and make the test for identifying affected parties less strict:
Consent authority decides if person is affected person
A consent authority must decide that a person is an affected person, in relation to an
activity, if the activity's adverse effects on the person are minor or more than minor
(but are not less than minor).

To avoid any form of notification, an applicant must now only demonstrate that the effects of
the proposal are less than minor. Therefore the range of effects between de minimis and
minor are considered “not to affect” any party.
7.4 Assessment
The relevant effects of the proposal are assessed in Section 6.0 and it was concluded that
the overall effects of the proposal on the environment will be less than minor.
This is because, mitigation measures have been incorporated into the proposal to ensure an
acceptable level of effects overall. Normally, such a conclusion would mean that full public
notification of the application is not required under Section 95A(1) of the Act. It is also
contended that the wider public will not be disadvantaged in any way by non-notification of
the proposal (certainly in terms of relevant matters to be addressed under the Resource
Management Act)
Therefore, it can be concluded that this proposal can be assessed via a non-notified process
and written approval is not required to be obtained from any party.
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8 Summary & Conclusions
This document has described the proposal Whitby Village (2009) Limited to construct the
Whitby Aged Care Facility to complement the approved Whitby Lakes Retirement Village
development, and to undertake a boundary adjustment that better reflects existing and
proposed buildings. It sets out the reasons for this, and the mitigation offered, with further
details provided in the plans, photographs and supporting documents appended with the
application. The main findings of the assessments contained within this document are:
•

The proposal is a mix of residential and non-residential activities, with an overall
residential “home-like” character;

•

The breaches of the District Plan standards for the Suburban Zone mean the proposal is
Discretionary Activity overall based on: earthworks disturbance areas exceeding 100m2
and 1.5m change of contour, site coverage exceeding 35% by 13%, maximum building
height of 11.9m, breach of the 3m/45o height recession plane at northern end of the
building, provision of 23 parking spaces and request for a reduced Recreation and Civic
Development Levy is requested. The height recession plane breaches by the proposal
are only treated as a Restricted Discretionary Activity.

•

The application has addressed the relevant assessment criteria and demonstrated that
the proposal incorporates adequate mitigation measures to ensure that the actual and
potential effects of the proposal will be appropriately avoided, remedied or mitigated so
as to be less than minor.

•

By implication, the proposal is not contrary to the Purpose and Principles of the
Resource Management Act 1991 or the matters contained within Part 2 of the Act.

Supporting documents include detailed architectural plans, Architect and Landscape
Architect Statements, Urban Design and CPTED reports, an Earthworks Management Plan
and a Transport Assessment. Local support has been noted through consultation meetings
with residents adjoining the site as well as the local school, with results attached.
The proposed construction of the Whitby Aged Care Facility benefits from good access links
to the existing retirement village complex but can act as a stand-alone development. The
quality and layout of proposed building design and layout in conjunction with planting and
landscape treatment also help to achieve the applicant’s goals for a higher quality living
environment. The selection and placement of species in strategic locations provide shelter,
privacy and screening and softening functions as well as ensuring a high level of outdoor
amenity for residents and the Whitby Community alike. The overall approach ensures higher
efficiency of care for the residents with the greatest needs, as well as improved opportunities
and high quality amenity for others. It is therefore concluded that the Council’s processing
planner can, following non-notified assessment of the proposal, be comfortable issuing a
favourable recommendation.

Jenny Grimmett
for Down to Earth Planning Limited on behalf of the Applicant

Dated: 30 April 2015
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